bootstrap
What is Bootstrap?

- Bootstrap is a free front-end framework for faster and easier web development
- Bootstrap includes HTML and CSS based design templates for typography, forms, buttons, tables, navigation, modals, image carousels and many other, as well as optional JavaScript plugins
- Bootstrap also gives you the ability to easily create responsive designs
What is Responsive Web Design?

Responsive web design is about creating web sites which automatically adjust themselves to look good on all devices, from small phones to large desktops.
Front-End Development Tools

About COGS3

Learn the basics of front-end development. In one quarter you will learn best practices and responsive design of Web development as you gain competency in HTML5 and CSS3 and are introduced to Twitter Bootstrap. A brief introduction on UI/UX is included with assignments to

Lectures, Labs/Sections, Final Exam Schedule

Lectures: TTH 12:30-1:50p CTR 214

Lab Sections in CSE 115:
Mondays: 3-4pm
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Front-End Development Tools

HOME ASSIGNMENTS

LECTURE NOTES

Highlights from the Chrome 66 update

Pretty-printing in the Preview and Response tabs
The Preview tab now pretty-prints by default, and you can force pretty-printing in the Response tab via the new Format button.

Previewing HTML content in the Preview tab
The Preview tab now always does a basic rendering of HTML content.

Local Coordinates with order defined in HTML
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Front-End Development Tools
Bootstrap 4 is the newest version of Bootstrap; with new components, faster stylesheet and more responsiveness.
Bootstrap 4 CDN

If you don't want to download and host Bootstrap 4 yourself, you can include it from a CDN (Content Delivery Network).

MaxCDN provides CDN support for Bootstrap's CSS and JavaScript. You must also include jQuery:
<head>
  <html>
  <link href="bs.css" />
  <link href="myown.css" />
  </head>
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land of BS
<head>
  <title>external</title>
  <link href="b.css"/>
</head>
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